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Wage Spillover and Unemployment in a Wage Gap Economy:

The

Jamaican Case
Gene M. Tidrick

I. Introduction
There are two distinct employment problems in most
less developed countries.

The first, and more familiar,

problem is how to accelerate the rate of growth of employ
ment in the high-wage, modern sector.

The second problem

which is frequently perceived incorrectly to be the mere
converse of the first, is how to reduce the stock of unem
ployment.

This distinction is not new.

Fifteen years ago

Arthur Lewis remarked that "if we wish to measure our
achievements in development, we must measure them not by
the fall of unemployment, bu t by the increase of employment."1'
A previous paper analyzed the problem of slow

*

I am grateful to Henry Bruton, Paul Clark, Albert Hirsch
man, Richard Mallon, John Sheahan, and Gordon Winston for
helpful comments.

They should not be held responsible

for remaining errors.
1. W. Arthur Lewis, "Employment Policy in an Underdeveloped
Area," Social and Economic Studies, VII (September, 1958),

p. 45.

2
emrioyment growth in Jamaica. I
that nnn]y- i

wa

The main conclusion of

that the rate of growth of employment

%.,is lirgely n function of wage
trends.

This paper will

analyze the qpoond problem,

arain with reference to

Jamaica.

that the level of unemployment

is

Tt

l

h, ,rued

:inrp, ly -, runrtion or

thr wage structure.

The wage gap

between the hiih-wn re modern sector
and the rest of the
economy will be shoim to be a
cause of both employment
problems -- slow.i employment growth
and high unemployment.
The wage pap itself is the result,
in most instances, of
misguided policies aPi,,ed at sharing
with workers the high
profits of tx

'ractiveand import substitution
industries.

If less developed countries are
to make headway in solving
their employment problems, they
must take policy measures
such as higher taxes or lower tariffs
to spread the benefits
of rising incomes more widely.

Ia. Gene M. Tidrick, "Wages, Output,
and the Employment Lag
in Jamaica," Research Memorandum
40, Center for Develop
ment Economi.cs, Williams College,
December, 1970.
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II.

Jimanicn Wage and Employment Patterns

A cgsual survey of urbon unemployment levels in the
Caribbean raises an intriguing question. Why does
poor and
stngnant Haiti seemingly have less open urban unemployment
than comp,ratively rich and rapidly- growing Jamnica,
Puerto
Rico, and Trinidad? There are no unemployment atatistics
for Haiti,

but to all appearances open unemploy;iient is lower
than in the more prosperous islands. In Puertn Rico
and
Jama-ica,

unemployment has probably not fallen below 10% of
the labor force since at leaist 1950 and Trinidad
has more

recently achieved this dubious distinction.

2

Why should the

2. On Puerto Rico, see Lloyd G. Reynolds and Peter
Gregory,
ages Productivity, and Industrialization in Puerto
Rico
(Homewood:
Irwin, 1965), ond for Trinidad see Jack Hare
wood, Employment in Trinidad and Tobago 1960 (Mona,
Jamaica:

Institute of Social and Economic Research,

University of the West Indies, no date). For more
recent
figures see David Tui nham, The Employment Problem
in Less
Developed Countries (Paris: Development Centre of
the
OECD, 1971), p. 46.
Employment data for Jamaica in this
paper and some wage data are from Jamoica, Department
(formerly Central Bureau) of Statistics, Census of
Jamaica
and its Dependencies,

1943; The Census of jamaica: 7th

April,- 1960; and Report on a Sample Survey of the PoZula

poorest of these structurally similar economies have the
least unemployment problem?
This is not the only perplexing question about Jamaican

unemployment.

Between 1953 and 1960 total output in real

terms increased 76.8% while the labor force increased by only
2.5% (15,800 workers) due to massive emigration to the United
Kingdom.

"Modern" nonagricultural jobs

tion of Jamaicat Oct./Nov.

1953.

increased by an

Other wage or average

earnings data. are from JamRica, Department of Statistics,
Employment and Earnings in Jiarge Establishments and Wage
lates, 1957-i965.

Output figures are from Jamaica,

Department of Statistics, National Accounts:
Expenditure,

Income and

1950-1961 and National Income end Product,

1965-to date, and from Alfred P. Thorne, "Size, Structure
and Growth of the Economy of Jamaica,"
Studies, IV (December, 1955),

Social and Economic

supplement.

For a detailed

discussion of Jamaican wage, employment, and output data,
and of the adjustments mde to achieve comparability of
data from different sources, see Gene M. Tidrick, "Weges
and Unemployment in Jamaica," unpublished Ph.D. thesis,
Harvard University, 1972, especially chapter 3.
3. For statistical purposes the modern sector is defined to
include all mining

workers, factory workers in manufac

turing, all other workers in secondary industries except
own-account workers and employers in construction and

estimated 50,000 during this same period.

Yet unemployment

fell only slightly from 98,000 to 88,o.

Why did

this

spectacular output growth in the face
of an almost stable
labor force fAil to cut unemployment
more?
Why didn't the
relatively

large increase in

net employment in
tion reduce

),odern sector jobs create more

the economy tis a whole?

unemployment,

Why didn't migra

espi-cially since so many of the

migrants were unemployed?
Finally,

what can we m,:ke of Jamuican wage behavior?

Reul average earnings (money
cost-of-living index)
1960.

In

like 4%.

;arnings deflted

by the

rose by 2.67o per year between

recent yemrs the rate of increse
The Jamaican econom-,y is

1942

and

has been more

heavily unionized and

output growth has bepn high, but these
trends are still
noteworthy for two reasons. First,
the rate of open unem
ployment (where the definition of' unemployment
embraces all
workers wanting work but working less
than one day in a.
survey week) has remained extremely
high since the 1930's.

distribution,
service.

"nd service

workers excluding domestic

Between 1942 and 1960 modern jobs thus
defined

increased by 94,000 to 194,700 or about
one-third of the
labor force in 1960. Figures for the
sub-period 1953-1960
are not available, but out.ut trends
suggest that 50,000
plus or minus 10,000 is a r-easonable
estimate.
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The lowest rate ever recorded was 13% in 1960.

More

importantly, wages in unorganized sectors of the economy
rose by about the same amount as in unionized sectors.
example,

For

real average earnings of female personal service

workers (mostly domestic servante) rose 46.6% between 1942
and 1960 compared to an increase' of 60% for all workers.
Scattered evidence from the unorganized parts of agriculture
suggests a similar pattern.

Why were real wages not bid

down in unorganized sectors?

Moreover, despite rising rural

wages and high overall unemployment,

genuine labor shortages

in rural areas have existed since the mid-50, . Hnw can we
account for these shortages in the midst of high unemploy
ment?
None of these puzzling features of Jamaican wage and
employment patterns can be fully understood without reference
to the distorted wage structure, i.e. a wage structure in
which workers of the same skill level receive different
wages in different industries.

The Jamaican wage structure

is clearly distorted by this definition.
major sectors are dramatic.

Disparities among

Unskilled bauxite mining workers

earn about twice as much per week as unskilled workers in
transportation or construction,
industries.

the two next most highly-paid

(In fact, unskilled mining workers earn more

than skilled construction workers.)

Unskilled construction

workers, in turn, earn almost 2J times as much as agricultural
workers.

Within manufacturing, Jamaica also has high inter

7
industrial wap.e differentials by internntional standards.
Papola and Bharadwaj have calculated the coefficient of
variation of wages at the two-digit level for seventeen
countries, including nine less developed countries.
Jamaica

is

odded to the list

she

When

ranks fourth highest of

the eighteen countries, exceeded only by Kenya, Ghana, and
Mexico.
This paper will argue that wage spillover into
unorganized sectors and the failure of emigration or rapid
modern sector employment

growth to

reduc 3 unemployment

significantly are all consequences of development within a
distorted wage structure.

Similarly, one of the reasons

Jamaica has higher open unemployment than Haiti is that an
economy with a large high-wage sector

can "afford" more

unemployment than an economy in which this sector i,' small
or non-existent. The .age gap model which follows elaborates
these propositions. 5

4. See T.S., Papola and V.P. Bharadwaj, "Dynamics of
Industrial Wage Structure:

An InterCountry Analysis,"

Economic Journal, LXXX (March, 1970), p. 76.

Jamaican

data are for 17 instead of 20 groups and are taken from
Jamaica, Department of Statistics, Production Costs 1964.
5. The basic wage gap hypothesis advanced below was initially
formulated in Gene M. Tidrick, "Wage Structure and Unem
ployment in Underdeveloped Areas," unpublished, Harvard
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University, December 16, 1968, in an effort to incorporate
some observations of Arthur Lewis into a formal and Bys
tematic model.

Some of the relevant writings by Lewis

are:

Development Planning (London:

Ltd.,

1966), pp. 76-87, "Jamaica's Economic Problems,"

George Allen & Unwin

Daily Gleaner (Kingston), September, 1964, and "Employment
Policy in an Underdeveloped Area," Social and Economic
Studies, VII (September, 1958).

Many of the same ideas

were developed separately at about the same time by Michael
P. Todaro, "A Model of Labor Migration and Urban Unemploy
ment in Less Developed Countries," American Economic
Review, LiX (March, 1969), pp. 138-148, and Jolm R. Harris
and Todaro,

"Migration,

Unemployment and Development:

a

Two-Sector Analysis," American Economic Review, LX (March,
1970),

pp.

126-142,

among other writings.

The Todaro

enalysis has inevitably influenced and helped to clarify
the model presented here.

The link between expected lifetime

earnings differentials and unemployment is central to both
models, but my model gives greater emphasis to wage spillover
and the sharing mechanism.

This paper also analyzes the

effect of external migration on unemployment and relates the
predictions of the medel to wage, emplooent, and migration
patterns in Jamaica and other countries.

III. The Wage Gap Model
Consider an economy in which labor is homogeneous and
In fixed supply, all workers ar- wage.-earners, there are two
sectors, and all production is for export at a fixed exchange
rate.

The last assumption permits us to ignore differences

between the money wage rate and the real wage rate.
the two sectors mining and sugar,
urban and rural,
agriculture,

but they could be called

modern and traditional,

or manufacturing and

depending on the economy.

demand curve for labor in

sugar is

We call

Assume,

also,

that the

downward-sloping but that

the demand curve for labor in mining is completely inelastic.
This last assumption is not necessary but simplifies the

analysis as well as conforming to the oonventional wisdom
that coefficients are fixed and product demand inelastic in

mining (the modern sector).
Figure 1
Sugar
wage

Mining

wage
Dm

Wm

We

We
I

Sugar
labor
SL

I

__,_

R

Q

Mining
labor
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In figure 1, the demand. for labor in the sugar sector
(Ds) is measured from left to right.

The demand for labor In

the mining sector (Dm) is measured from right (at L') to
left.

Dm is completely inelastic at L' P.

In a competitive

labor market, the allocation of the fixed supply of labor LL'
between the two sectors and the equilibrium wage rate will
be determined by the intersection of the two demand curves.
In equilibrium, LP workers will be employed in sugar and L' P
will be employed in mining at a wage in both sectors of We.
There is full employment and the equ:tlibrium Is stable.

So

long as the labor market is competitive, there is no tendency
for the wage level to rise above We in either sector.
Assume, however, that in mining the wage is set at
Wm, perhaps at the Initiative of employers seeking better
public relations or of government or umions who see an
opportunity to raise mining wages without curtailing mining
employment.

Under certain assumptions, the effect of

setting the mining wage at Wm will be to create an incen$ive
for some workers to withdraw from sugar employment to seek
a job in the high-wage mining sector.

The number who choose

to withdraw from tha sugar sector is a function of the wage
gap between the two sectors.

Thus, if the mining sector

wage is Wm and the sugar sector wage is Ws, QP workers
would choose to withdraw from sugar employment to seek
minion employment.

If the sugar wage were lower, more

workers would withdraw and if it were higher fewer workers

lOa

would withdraw.

Only if

the sugar sector wage were also

Wm would no workers withdraw from sugar employment.
We
can plot the succession of such points to obtain the
supply
curve of labor to the sugar sector, given a mining wage
equal to Win.

The curve is labeled Ss

in figure 1. If the

sugar sector labor market remains competitive and the
mining
wage remains fixed at Wm the new "equilibrium" sugar
wage
will be Ws.
LQ workers will be employed in sugar, L' P will
be employed in mining, and QP workers will be unemployed.
If the mining wage were raised above INm the suapply
curve of
labor to sugar would shift upward, thereby raising
the
equilibrium sugar wage above Ws and crceating unemployment
greater than QP.
To see this, assume that the fixed supply of labor is
the result of a balanc6d flow or new entrants into
the labor
force and of retirements,
At any given tlime, therefore,
there will be new Job openings in mining.

Assume further

that the probability of getting a mining job is higher
if a
worker is not employed in sugar, perhaps because hiring
Is

done

:it

the gate and sugar and mining activities are located

in different parts of the country.

It

will then be rational

for a new entrant to remain unemployed rather than take a job
in sugar, or for a sugar worker to quit his job in order to
seek a job in mining so long as:

(I)

his foregone earnings in sugar is

less than the expected

lifetime earnings in mining and (2)

the present value of

he has some means of

subsistence during his period of unemployment.

Expected

lifetime earnings in mining are simply the probability of
having a mining job in each period times the mining wage,
summed over the worker's remaining work-life,
n

(I)lm = 7_

where PVm is

or

p(t) Wm
0(4r) t

the present value of lifetime earnings in

mining and P(t) is the probability of having a mining job
at time t.

For simplicity we assume that P(t) is the ratio

of the number of hirings in mining in period t, H(t), to the
number of unemployed workers,
(2)

U(t).

That is,

P(t) = U(t)

The present value of lifetime earnings in

(3)PVsa

.A

sugar, PFs,

WS

and the equilibrium labor market condition is
(4)

PVs = PVm.

is

We will defer

the question of how the unemployed

until a later

section.

When the mining wage 15 raise d,

survive

workers will leave

sugar employment (or new e~ntr ,rni,3 will
rettinin unemployed)
until the probability of el. t*in
i, ;i

Mii.rig job is lowered

sufficiently (unemployment
lish

;iised auff'iciently)

equality between PVs rind PVin.

In

to re-estab

terms of Figure 1,

a

rise in the mining wage to Wm will
shift the supply curve
of labor to sugar to 3s,
cause the sugar wage
to rise to Ws,end create

unermployment of PQ.

This supply

withdrawal unemployment is overt by
any conventional measure.
Workers could truthfully answer r,labor
force questionnaire
that they wanted but could not obtiijn
more work in either
sector at the going watge.
They could rget n job in sugar at
a lower wage rate but their reserve
supply price has risen
Fnd they wouldn't accept it.
They would tnke a lower wage
in mining and bid that wage down but
nre prevented from
doing so by market imperfections.
unemployed with reopect

They are voluntarily

to sup-ar but i[TvoLuntarily unemployed

with respect to mining.
Even if

an increased mining waFe (toes not redluce
employment directly in the mining sector
itself,
it will
reduce employment (and output) indirectly
in sugar.
More
over, the mining wage increase spills
over into the sugar
sector raising the sugar wage.
on unionization.

This effect does riot depend

Wages rise Lni sugar even though sugar

.3

6 ;

workers remainll co' pj t i : ,
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^ ..kiz

e.

i

The spillover in,o hi 1 gher
sugar wages and/ fnemploy.
ment can be shown more clearly
from the e4uilibritun labor
market condition In equation
(4). For simplicity, we use
a one-period version.and rewrite
the equ"-ibr"um condition:

U

With a constantlabor-s.tock
--(L)-/oand.-const;ant--mnnng-emproy.
-

ment (M), there will be'a constant
rate of turnover or
flow-through in each period
Co that the nutiber of hirings
(H) is also constant. With
Ifconsgant, an increase in
Wm
must ca;use either Ws or U
or 'both to rise in order to
re-estrablish equilibrium.
An increase in mining employment
will Increase the
probability of getting a high-wage
job and. hence the expected
lifetime earnings of workers seeking mining
employment,
In
Figure 1 if

the Dm curve shifts outward

(to the left)
at a
constant wage Wm, the supply
czrve of labor to sugar will
also shift further upward as
the increased probability
of
securing mining employment
induces more workers to leave
sugar employment.
L'Q in

Thus, if mi.,Yn.v

employment increased to

Figure 1 unemployment would
not be eliminated because
the shift in the Din curve would induce
a shift in the supply
curve of labor to sugar above
3s.
Whether total unemployment
would be less or greater than
the original PQ after an increase
in mining employment
of QP depends on many
factors, but it is
clear that the net employment
increase 1r the economy as
a
whole is less than the gross
employment increase in mining
in a

I

14

wage-pep economy.

Continued employm-ent growth in

,t

1inin
4

n constbjnt wage Wm would not
completely eliminnte unemploy
ment until mining employment was
LR. 6 Outward shifts in
the Ds curve would decrease
unemployment by the amount thnt
supr:,r employment incre !sed,
however.
N'et and gross employ
ment effects rnre equal.
Once

,in,

reference

to equation (5)

msy clarify the

arguwnent.

An increase in mining employment
raises the rate
of hiring and also reduces unemployment
initially. To
restore equilibrium, either
Ws or U or both must rise.

6.

The supply curve of labor to
mining is completely
elastic at wage Wm so long as
the wage gap persists.
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IV.

Extensions of the Model

We have shown that rising mining wages spill over into
the sugar sector and that mining employment growth will not
reduce unemployment by a like .,Jfount ina wage gap economy.
Both of these results are consistent with the Jamaican wage
and employment patterns summarized previously.
We can now specify the wage spillover and net employ
ment effects more precisely and incorporate the effects of
la1or fores growth.
is again deferred.

Discussion of how the unemployed survive
It

is assumed that the single-periocl

model is a fair approximation of the multi-period model. 7
Let primes denote percentage change.

Neglecting

interactions, it can be seen from equation (5)

that to re

store equilibrium after a change in any variable, other
variables must change so that
(6) Ws' + U' = Win'

+ H'.

For the percentage change in unemployment we can substitute
L

(7) U =

S

•L'
UU -

II

*So -

U

"

7. We assume that discounting offsets the increase over time
in expect6d earnings of the unemployed.

This increase is

due to the rising probability of having a mining job if
the probability of getting a.mining job is constant.
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Since

(8)
where

Its

s,

'

s,,

is the elasticity of demand for labor in sugar,

And

(9) HI' =I
after 14' has stabilized at a constant rate, we can substitute
and rearrange terms to obtain
(10)

Ws'

= Wm' -

U

.L'

+ MI

+

U

1
From equations (6)

(I)

U
+ (9) we also obtain

U' = Win' + M' - Wse'.

These results only hold approximately,

of course,

because

we have neglected interactions.
Several conclusions can be drawn from equations (10)
and (11).
First, although aay increase in mining wages will
increase sugar wages and unemployment,
the wage gap.

it

will never narrow

To narrow the wage gap mining employment (or

sugar employment) must also be increasing.
wages may even decline if

In fact, sugar

the labor force is growing. Sugar

wages will be pulled up only if

L

Wm' >

-U . L',

a condition

which was met in Jamaica during the period of heavy migra
tion but which probably is not in most developing countries.
Secondly, any increase in the rate of growth of the

17
1ibhor force will increase unemployment and
widen the wage

A third conclusi -n is

that an increasp in

of growth of mining employment,

other things being equol,

will raise the level of unemployment so long as
Thus,
is

if

the wage elasticity

minuo unity,

of demand for labor in

incre,se in

any increase in

mining employment wil

advance the day when

the Lewis policy prescription --

ment --

At the same

vIle size of the

of the sugar sector. Thus

increase

the rate

of growth

esinploymnt and forget about the rate of
unemploy

may make sense as a second-best criterion
for eco

nomies which cannot eliminate wage distortion.
we :acknowledge

8.

sugar

the rate of growth of

mining sector does exceed the size

OF (mining)

88

the rate of growth of

ining employment will reduce unemployment.
of course,

< il

the mining sector must be larger than the

sugar sector before an

time,

the rate

Let We'

FI( -.

that the most likely way to increase MI'

and L' = 0.

M, = We'.

Moreover,

From equation (11),

if

is

U' = 0 when

Substituting from equation (10),

I +M

and hence I + M =

-

s.

Rearranging and cancelling terms,

we see that M =

-

s

is

to reduce Win' the confrliet between
i n the Sho rl r-iin

ind -.i n thie 1]on

edicin3 unempleynent

So 1 )n

(I i ,-,pa r

wai,,-e elnst:icity of' dr~nnnd in m:n1ning,

/

1

i

,

cts t-iie
nr

U

acceleration of prowth of mining employment induced by wage
reduction will reduce unemp]o-ment in the short run a,s wel
as in the ].onm run.
Finally, we conclude that emigration will have only
-qsm-al effect on unemployment in a wage gap economy.

Even

if unemnloyed workers migrate, the migration will not reduce
unemployment by a like amount since the initial reduction in
unemplovment raises the probability of getting a mining job
,-lnd stimulntes further migration from sugar.

The migration

of any worker, employed or unemployed, has the same effect
as any a-eduction in the labor force if labor is homogeneous.
Suppose, to choose figures representative of Jamaica during
the period of mass migration, that unemployment is 15% of
the labor force, 60% of the labor force is in the low wage
sector, and the wage elasticity of demand in the low wage
sector is minus unity.

From equations (10) and (II) we can

calculate that if 1% of the labor force migrates unemployment
will be reduced by 1.33%.

That is, five workers must migrate

to reduce unemployment by one worker.9

The weak employment

9. To simplify the calculation, set Wm' and M' equal to zero.
Before migration L' = .01.

Ws' = 0 -

Thus,

100 ) (.01)
1(4) (-1)

'-

=

-

.0133 and

19
ef'ect
COpOse,

or' mjir'ntion nippeqr.

oven we-ker thqn it

is,

Or

Since the iinemploved remain in
the nulrue rator. of

-h6 Uri
lnlovyrent rnie whilv
,

hethe mirrnnt-,

abroqd disappenr from thr denominitor.

exrnain why not only Jamaica.

who obtain work
This analrr-j

may

but allo Puerto Rico, h.s
hnd little success in reducinr,
unemployment through
miprati on.]0

'

-

.0133.

After migration, L' = 0, so
that U' = 0.

Thur a 1% decrease in the labor
force reduces unemployment
growth by 1.330.
But 1% of 100 equals one worker
and 1.33%
of 15 equal- 0.2 workers. Thus
five workers must migrate
to reduce unemployment by one.
.0. In an earlier paper I argued
that the migration of
unskilled labor reduces unemployment
by an equivolent
amount. This would be true only
if unemployment is
caused by something other than
the wage gap. See Gene
M. Tidrick, "Some Aspects of
Jamaican Emigration to the
United Kingdom, 1953-1962," Social
and Economic Studies,
XV (March, 1966), pp. 22-3Q.
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V.

The Sh;rinp Mlechanism
Unemployment is a rationsl response to a distorted

wade structure only if

the Unemployed have some means of

sUbsiatence.

The nature of the sharing mech.inism will be
an importtant determrin:,nt oF the level of unemployment which

the systein can sustain. 1 1
The simplest mechanisr for sh-tring the benefits of'
high mining wapes is a system of casual labor. This is
arilyzed in Figure 2.

Win is

the mining wole and it

is

Figure 2
[ ini n
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The analysis of the sharing mechanism owes much to G.E.
C"umper, "Lewis' Two-Sector Model of Development and the
Theory of Wages," Social and Economic Studies, XII
(Ma9rch,

1963), pp. 37-50.

assumed

that mining could provide full-tme

PL' workers.

employment for

If mining employment is shared equally on a

casuml basis, mining could provide half-time employment for
twice as many (QL')

workers at half (Xm) the earnings, or

one-fourth employment for M]i' workers at earnings of Ym.
In equilibrium, SL' workers will work part-time in mining at
average earnings Zin and LS workers will work in sugar at
coverage earnings Ws (=
effort.)

Zm).

(This ignores the disutility

of

There will be the equivalent of SP full-time

man-days of unemployment.
With a casual labor sharing mechanism there is no
uncertainty about obtaining high-wage employment -- employ
ment (and unemployment) is shared out equally to all seekers.
As a result actual earnings are equalized between sugar and
min-.ng rather than the present values of lifetime earnings.
The effect of increased mining wages or of' a shift in the
Dm curve is
The equilibria

exactly the same as analyzed previously, however.
stock of unemployment (total

casual workers

in this case) rises, sugar employment and output fall, and
sugar wages rise.
High wage casual employment is a fairly important
source of income for the "unemployed" in Jamaica. Counting
opportunities in dockworking, construction, tourism, and
illegal activities it is not hard to imagine that from a
quarter to a half of unemployed moles at least might earn
as much or more over a year's time as a full-time wage
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e,rner in

.griculture.

The la.rge number of casual jobs

Avaibhle also explains why unemployment is
phenomenon in less developed countries.

such a different

A !0un*.iployment

rate ia more likely -to mein that 20% of the
labor 'force is
Uremployed ha]f the time thain thot 10% is unemployea
all the
t ime.

iharing mechanisms which allow the unemployed
subsist while looking for high-wage jobs
important.

Co

Are Plso undoubtedly

Figure 3 illustrates one possible mechonism.

Assume that L P mining workers are hired on
a full-time basis.
Eairnings in mining, cannot be bid down as in
a cesuatl labor
rsystea und it becomes rationl
for some workers to remain
Figure 3

Sug ar
v;s Ie

I i.Flfinr
Dra

WS
YL4

Q

P
P
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ineiripnoyed cit a subsistence level, while seeking perriinent,
fu]-LiLne employment in mining.
o re.in

unemployed,

The number who crin Hfford

_.nd hence the number forced back into

su.ar, :tre det, rmined hy the shlrring fiec hani sil.
Assu-11e
that each miui-in;7 worker retnino Yu Wm of hig wage end ohm-res
L' Yu
or
If

with the unemployed,

eitheir through ch.rity,

taxes,

: ,.pport for un unemp-loyed memer of his own household.
Yu (::

1/3 oC ',Vm) is

pqoyed worker,

the sunsistence incoie of any unm; 

then Pr unemployed] could be supported by L'P

iiining workers.

The other 1A workers would be forced into

or would choose sut-tr employment rit n waFg

Ws.

In practice,

Yu iriny riot be riFidly fixed at the suihsistence level "ind the
p,
reci

.lloction

unrmip.1 oynment (-nk]
unemployed workers'

of non-mining workers itetween sug-ir an(]

thus the level of sugar wages ,ind of
incories) would be detertiined '.iore in

iaanner described previously.

the

Su.ar employment -in.i vviges

would esettle at i level which equalized the present value
of .ifetime e-rnin.s in sugar and uneinp2oyment cuim rining
employment.

In any case,

it

is

clear thnt an increase in

mining wapes or employment would increase the nLnber of
unemployed which the system could support

is well as r ,ise

expected lifetime earnings of those remaining temporarily
Unemnployed.
Some sharing mechanisms rnay place a constraint on
unemployment no matter how favorable the expected lifetime
earnings differential,

If the unemployed are supported
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lar',ely by the low-wage sector,
increased

wrpes or employment in

not increase

rIe'jIIerlt

the cripacity

:1'

I c

ms in

p,irts of Afriem,

the hij:h-wafe

cector will

of the system to support unem

e os 11igh-w-3'e sector shlrinfr tlrech,-mism.

Ir

the hirh-wcAce sector has a high prope.nity to
si:Ir,
b-owever, support capaity will incre.':,se
P:.ri q with

the increosed tendency of the system to penert.te unemploy
ier-t.

iis suggested earlier,

Rico With 1are

this is

wh:." J:,mvic.

,nd Puerto

high-w' ge sectors casn support more unem-

Oy:~:# it thsrin Hriiti.

'Phe

shvrine- mech;mnism helps determinei nnot

mcAny b t wo w.il.i be u-.rioemploye.

)nly how

Where high-wpe workers

have o hirh propensity to shire with dependents,
:wIy , the uneaployed will be new entrCirits

for example,

whosv reserve

pr'ice is

higiher

I-;Jart the sugpr ,,;Ftpe beccuse thp.y live il

hip(,-income household.
iosue.

This poses on interesting w'elf;,re

Since unemployment is

low-w;nte eiiployuent,

it

mppears that t1tose who are worst

off lire not the unemployed],
e~mpl noment in

employed as it

voluntory with respect to

but those forceii to nccept

the low-w;:,&e sector
were.

the involunt-nrily
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VI. Empirical Evidence
A more elaborate wage gap model would integrate
the
sharing mechanism to obtain separate response
functions to
wage and employment changes. it would also
allow for many
sectors and for skilled ns well as unskilled
labor. The
aim, however, was simply to develop a
heuristic model.
The main conclusions concerning the tendency
toward wage
snillover and a weak net employment effect
are unchanged
by al.lowinp for complications. A third,
intermediate-wage
sector, for example, acts asa high-wage sector
with respect
to sugar and as a low-wage sector with respect
to mining.
The inclusion of skilled labor does not
alter any of the
main conclusions either.1 2
We have already showm that even the simple
wage gap
model can explain mqny puzzling features
of the Jamaican
economy. This section will try to show that
the model is
consistent with other trends in the Jamaican
economy and
will cite some data which suggest that it
may offer insights
into the employment problems of a number
of other less
developed countries as well.
Unemployment can only exist if the unemployed
have
some means of support while they are seeking
a high-wage

12. For elaboration, see Tidrick, "Wages
and Unemployment
In Jamaica," pp. 162-168.
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sob.

The unemployed do not have to be cur'rently better off

than those fully employed in the low-wage sector for unemPloyment to be economically rational, but the higher the
incomes of the unemployed the more plausible is the postu
late of the wage gap model that unemployment is voluntary
with respect to the low-wage sector.

The limited evidence

from Jimaica on how the unemployed live suggests that many
of the unemployed, though by no means all, may be better
off than those fully employed in the low-wage sector.
Tn the first place, there are many casuil job
opportunifies in Jamaica, some Pt very high wsges.

The

most extreme example is the water transport industry (mostly
dock workers).

Tn the 1960 census survey week less than

holf of the 5,522 workers (nearly 1% of the labor force) in
this industry worked 5 or more days and more than one-fourth
worked only 1-2 days.

Dock workers could earn more in two

7-hour days in "965 than the typical agricultural worker
earned in a full week.

In this extreme case, many workers

registered as unemployed in a given week may have been
better off over the course of a year than
employed workers.

other fully

Secondly, in spite of the much larger

proportion of unemployed in the Kingston Metropolitan Area,
average household working-class income in the KMA in 1963-64
was about twice that in rural areas, a difference not nearly
offset by the cost-of-living differential.

More strikingly,

only 10% of KMA households earned less than the median rural
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household income.

13

Finally, 92% of the unemployed were denendents
in
1960. Or, to put it in a different perspective,
9P of,
heads of' households wanting work were
emDloyed. Of course,
some might not have been heads of households
because they
were unemployed rather than the other way
around, but the
presumption is that most were unemployed
because they could
IL
afford to be.

A closely related bit of evidence bearing
on the
presumed voluntary nature of unemployment
comes from
interviews with unemployed Jamaican workers.
Two such
surveys largely confirm the expectation
that the reserve
sipply price of the unemployed is higher
than the ruling
wage in the low-wage sector. Ar official
study of the
rural labor shortage by M.G. Smith in 1.955
found that over
90% of those looking for work in areas
of "good" labor

13. Jamaica, Department of Statistics,
Expenditure Patterns
ofWorking Class Households (Kingston:
Department of
Statistics, 1967), p.
14. Turnham, up.

cit.,

10.

p. 55, cites similar evidence from

Puerto Rico where a 1959 study showed "that
family
income tended to be higher than average
for the families
to which unemployed workers belonged and
that such
families, on average, included more working
members."

supply and over 80% in

"bad"

areas would

not accept

regular employment at the going
agricultural wage rate
in their respective areas. ] -5 A
survey of unemployed men
in the Kingston area in 1.966-67
by Robert Kerton found
that one-third of' those surveyed
would not have accepted
emnlovment in the medium-wage, unskilled
job of garbage
collertion qnd )bout two-thirds
had a reserve suonly price
hip-her than the ,vera-e weekly earnings
on lr.e farms.! 6
n,, course,

P-nrbapge collection is

a low status and unpleasant

Job, but probably no ].ess so in Jamaica
than agricultural
work, which paid only half as much.
M4oreover, for some of
these men, their choice of residence
in an urban area is
evidence of their voluntary unemployment
so far as agricul
tural work is concerned.
Kerton ajlso found that the reserve
supply price of
the unemployed fell with age. 1 7
Again, this is what the
ware irnp model predicts. Young
workers have a longer
lifetime over which to offsrt low
earnings in the initial

15. M.G. Smith, A Report on the
Labour Supply in Rural
Jamaica (Kingston: The Government
Printer, 1.956),
pp.

137-156.

16. Robert Kerton, "Labour Theory
and Developing Countries:
The Individual's Supply of Effort
in the Caribbean,"
unpuiblished Ph.D. thesis, Duke University,
1968, pp. 58-9.
17. Ibid., p. 65.
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period of unemployment and
a lower discount rate for
futlire enrnings because of fewer
family responrvibilities.
Thus, the reserve supply price
tends to fall with age, the
unemnloyed tend to be disproportionately
young, and workers
in the low-wage sector tend
to be older than average.
All
three age-structural characteristics
are borne out by
Jamaican data.
Finally, the most important
evidence supporting the
hypothesis that most Jamaican
unemployment is generated by
the ware gap is the pattern
of migration flows within
Jamaica. An econometric study
by Nassau Adams1 7 found that
distance and wage differentials
among the 14 Jamaican par
ishes explained almost all
the variance (R2 = .860 for
Jamaican males aged 15-54)
of internal migration flows.
Other variables -- degree of
urbanization, educational
levels of sending areas, and
unemployment levels -- added
negligibly to the explanation
of migration flows. The
unemployment level in receiving
areas was positively (but
insignificantly) correlated
with migration rates whereas
the unemployment level in sending
areas was positively (and
significantly) associated with
migration. The results con
firm a central prediction of
the wage gap model. Migration

18. Nassau A. Adams, "Internal
Migration in Jamaica: An
Economic Analysis," Social
and Economic Studies, XVIII
(June, 1969), pp. 137-151.
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onrmrs lnrgely in response to wafe
differentin
spite rof' higher unempl oyment level.2
in
The

:ize of' the wage conf'icient

nnd in

hi.gh-w-,mre ,arol2.
i.n rereivinr

areas

indicated that when wafes i.n a high-wage
area rose by T,
the rate of mip.ration rose by nearly
30%. Since this was
a study of inter-censal migration,
this was cumulative
migration over a number of years.

Nevertheless, it implies

a very powerful impetus to supply-withdrawal
unemployment
due to wage increases in the high-wage
sector.
Separate
regressions for males aged 1.5-29 and
those aged 30-5!1 showed
a higher wage coefficient for "che
younger groun, indipating
both that the effect of wage differentia~s
was more pro
nounned for younrer workers and that
the effect worked in a
relatively short time period. Finally,
it is noteworthy
that the wage variable co-efficient
was three times as
stronp, for receiving as for sending
areas. Adams inter
prets this to mean "that people tend
to over-react to a
rosy picture displayed at a distance." 1 9
In terms of the
wage gap model, however, the results
can be interpreted to
mean that wage increases in low-wage
areas were partly the
result of migration in response to
wage increases in
high--.,a!e areas.

Inducod wage increases would tend
to slow
the rate of migration but would not
show as large an effect
ac autonomous wape increases caused
by a shift in the

19. Ibid.,

D. 145.
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demand curve for labor in low-v
xe areas.
The Adams study provides strong
evidence in support
of the wage gap hypothesis.
Similar results from studies
in Brazil and Ghana 2 0 suggest
that the wage gap may be an
important determinant of urban
unemployment in many other
less developed countries as
well.
None of the observed employment,
wage, or migration
patterns proves that the wage
gap model has identified the
most crticinl variables affecting
employment. Many of the
patterns can be explained in
other ways, or are consistent
with other theories of unemployment.
It hardly takes the
concept of expected lifetime
earnings differentials to
predict that the unemployed
will be disporportionately
young, for example.

Yet, it is significant that
the wage
gap model is consistent with
so many of these patterns, and
that it can explain phenomena
such as wage spillover and
persisting high unemployment
levels in the face of signifi
cant modern sector employment
growth and massive emigration
abroad. Other theories of unemployment
are either incon

20. R. Beals, M. Levy, and L.
Moses, "Rationality and
Migration in Ghana," Review
of Economics and Statistics,
XLTX (November, 1967), pp. 480-486,
and Gian S. Sahota,
"An Economic Analysis of Internal
Migration in Brazil,"
Journal of Political Economy,
LXXVI (March/April, 1968),
pp. 218-244.
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sistent with many of the features of the Jamaican
and other
less developed economies or must resort to a
series of ad
hoc explanations to encompass them.
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VII. Conclusion
The wage gap model provides answers
to the questions
posed early in this paper and in the
previous section.
Why does comparatively prosperous and
-"?pidly-growing
Jamaica seemingly have less unemployment
thar poor and stag
nant Haiti? Because the larger the
high-wage modern sector,
the more unemployed an economy can
afford to support. In a;.
economy without a high-wage sector
neither the incentive
for nor the means to support unemployment
may exist.
Why did employment growth in the high-wage
sector
and heavy migration abroad fail td
reduce unemployment by
a like amount? Because any reduction
in the number of un
employed or increase in the rate of
hiring raises the
probability of obtaining a high-wage
job and induces
further supply-withdrawal from the
low-wage sector.
Why did wages in unorganized, low-wage
sectors rise
along with wages in the unionized,
high-wage sectors?
Because the increased wage gap causes
the supply curve of
labor to the low-wage sector to shift.
Why is there a long-standing labor
shortage in
agriculture when open unemployment
levels have remained
so high? Because the unemployed prefer
unemployment and
the uncertain prospect of a high-wage
job to the certain
prospect of low-wage, steady employment.
Why do they prefer unemployment?

Because their
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expected lifetime earnings are greater if they remain
temporarily unemployed and because they have adequate
means of support while searching for a high-wage job.
Why do migrants continue to pour into areas with
high levels of unemployment?

Because the higher wages

which the migrant will receive when he finally gets a job
will more than compensate him for his foregone earnings
in
his place of origin.
Several additional conclusions and policy implica
tions can be drawn from the wage gap model, too.
First, there is increasing evidence that wage in
creases in the high-wage, modern sector reduce employment
directly, 2 1 but even if they didn't, such wage incrzases
tend to spill over and create unemployment elsewhere in
the economy.

Failure to recognize this spillover can be

very costly.

21. For a review of some of the most recent evidence,
see
Henry J. Bruton, "The Elasticity of Substitution in
Developing Countries," Research Memorandum 45, Center
for Development Economics, Williams College, April, 1972.
On Jamaica, see Gene M. Tidrick, "Wages, Output, and the
Employment Lag in Jamaica," Research Memorandum 40, Center
for Development Economics, Williams College, December,
1970.
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Secondly, if unemployment is the result of
s wage
gap, the opportunity cost of labor to the high-wage
sector
is not zero. The only exception is the unlikely
case in
which the marginal product of labor in the
low-wage sector
is zero.

If the high-wage sector is relatively small,
its
opportunity cost of labor will. be greater than
the marginal
product of labor in the low-wage sector since
every job
created in the high-wage sector will tend to
wipe out more
than one job in the low--wage sector.
Shadow wage calcu
lations based on the naive assumption that
labor has no
opportunity cost because of unemployment may
reduce output
as well as fail to increase employment. However,
employment
increases achieved by reducing the rate of
wage growth in
the high-wage sector (by moving along the demand
curve for
labor) will have a lower opportunity cost than
increases
achieved by shifting out the demand curve.
A third conclusion is that a devaluation or
other
general measure to reduce the wage level will
not solve
short-run
the/unemployment problem? even if high wages
are a basic
cause of unemployment and slow employment growth.
The
reason is that the devaluation leaves the wage
structure
intact.
It follows from this that wage policy guidelines
should be tied explicitly to the wage or income
gap. Guide
lines allowing wage increases in proportion
to overall
productivity growth (or worse, individual industry
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productivity growth) do nothing to reduce
the wage gap.
Permissible wage increases should be inversely
proportional
to the gap between the wage level in the
industry with
excess supply and the wage or income level
in the low-wage
or low-income, self-employed sector.
A fifth conclusion is that institutional
changes,
though sometimes difficult to effect,
can be an important
means of reducing unemployment. It may
be possible to
induce some industries to replace random
hiring (at the
gate, for instance) with a queue system.
With a queue
system, i.e. a system in which workers
are told in what
order they will be hired in future, workers
will have a
greater incentive to continue working
in the low-wage
sector until "called up." Casual labor
hiring practices
may also need modification. When casual
employment is de
liberately shared and rates set at a
high enough level to
provide a "decent income" for short work
periods -- as is
frequently done on public works projects
-- the result may
simply be greater supply-withdrawal unemployment.
Finally, it should be noted that, even
if high wages
cannot be lowered, the wage gap model
does not necessarily
imply that rural development, subsidization
of handicrafts,
or other schemes to increase employment
or incomes in the
low-wage sector are preferable to industrialization
1 or
expansion of the high-wage sector. It
is true that a job
created in the low-wage sector will be
a net new job for
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the economy as a whole while a new job in the high-wage
sector will not.

However, the relative cost of employment

and income expansion in different sectors must also be
considered.

The employment effect of expansion of the

modern industrial sector, even after allowing for spill
over, may still be greater than use of the same resources
in the low-wage sector.

